WHEREAS The Southern Methodist University Student Senate supports and joins the SMU community in informing SMU students of misinformation spread on the Social Media platform Fizz Social Corp. hereinafter referred to as Fizz.

WHEREAS The Southern Methodist University Student Senate condemns the hurtful speech often perpetuated on the Fizz platform.

ACKNOWLEDGING The harmful impact Fizz has on organizations and individual students' mental health.

RECOGNIZING That the negative actions of the few don’t represent the voice of many positive and supportive students on SMU’s campus. That many negative Fizz posts are not based in truth and have no true merit.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED The 110th Student Senate encourages all students to be mindful of what they say on the Fizz app by being cognizant of the impacts negative posts can have on others. Reminding students that they can be held accountable for what is posted to fizz and to be aware that their SMU email is tied to individuals accounts and that SMU PD takes actions such as, but not limited to: slander, bigotry, harassment, voyeurism, or threats of any nature.

BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED The 110th Student Senate encourages all students to delete or refraining from posting negative comments on the Fizz app to create a more positive and welcoming campus for all SMU students.
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